Highly conserved regulatory elements around the SHH gene may contribute to the maintenance of conserved synteny across human chromosome 7q36.3.
Comparative genomic analysis reveals an exceptionally large section of conserved shared synteny between the human 7q36 chromosomal region and the pufferfish (Fugu rubripes) genome. Remarkably, this conservation extends not only to gene order across 16 genes, but also to the position and orientation of a number of prominent conserved noncoding elements (CNEs). A functional assay using zebrafish has shown that most of the CNEs have reproducible and specific enhancer activity. This enhancer activity is often detected in a subset of tissues which reflect the endogenous expression pattern of a proximal gene, though some CNEs may act over a long range. We propose that the distribution of CNEs, and their probable association with a number of genes throughout the region, imposes a critical constraint on genome architecture, resulting in the maintenance of such a large section of conserved synteny across the vertebrate lineage.